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Abstract 
In this article we argue that the Nature has both External and Internal features, in that the External 
observables that we observe may not correlate with the Internal observables, resulting 
'Undecidability', 'Uncomputability', and 'Unpredictability', that are only the External features of 
Nature. This requires explorations for Indirect evidences to correlate Internal events with external 
observations, and for that an alternative cosmological paradigm of, String-matter Universe is 
proposed with axioms in correspondence with Mainstream Physics. It is concluded that the Nature of 
Time in Particle scenario is the  cause for this constrain, that may be resolved by sequence of Non 
inertial moving reference frames for Eigen-rotational One-dimensional String-matter segment 
between two nodes that represent two particles, in an external reference time.  
As Quantum Mechanics is Non-local with indeterministic reference clock, an alternative wave 
mechanics for wave function is required for space-time indeterminism and thus this String-matter 
scenario is proposed. 
While computational complexity is the prime constrain to resolve the misrepresentations of all these 
three external features of Nature, on focusing with Dynamic quantum clustering of the variables of 
Nature in Holarchical reference time may provide more predictability on Nature, from external to 
inwards. Thus, working on this further is expected to resolve Levinthal's paradox and thereby paves 
basement to identify the in-vivo characteristics of many protein molecules that includes for those for 
the manifestation of Cancer, Invading protein of Corona Virus and many other. 
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Introduction 
Primacy of Computational complexity: 
Uncomputability is the effect of Computational complexity, specifically that of Relative complexity and 
may be resolved by Quantum Complexity[1]. For this Dynamic Quantum Computing may be adapted, 
in that order of time is critical to explore Nature. As 'Undecidability' and 'Unpredictability' proceeds 
with 'Uncomputability'; ultimately 'Uncomputability' is focused as the prime problem. 
On investigating 'Undecidability', by computability theory and computational complexity theory, it is 
concluded that the algorithm problem on decision is causative, that is demonstrable by Halting 
problem for arbitrary programs with program-input pairs.  
As 'Unpredictability' is the outcome of Probability that leads to Uncertainty, the Halting probability 
that is denoted by Chaitin's constant, determines that each Chaitin constant has limit of computably 
enumerable and thus an algorithmic random sequence is Uncomputable. 
Subsequent evolution of Gödel's Incompleteness Theorem by Chaitin in Algorithmic information 
theory, has proceeded with Kolmogorov complexity and has halted with Quantum Computing, that 
needs further improvements as Dynamic Quantum Computing to resolve incompleteness may evolves 
with Dynamic quantum clustering to resolve complexity. 

Space-time indeterminism[2] is causal for observable-observer inconsistency: 
We may argue that, ascribing trapped ions as Qubits and oscillating magnetic fields as logic gates, is 
demonstrable for Quantum computing with Computational complexity, as Quantum complexity that 
evolves from the mathematical inequalities of Uncertainty Principle. As the Wave Function is an 



isolated quantum system, the wave function collapse with Measurement problem on Quantum 
Mechanics. 
By Copenhagen interpretation, quantum mechanics predicts only the probabilities for different 
observed experimental outcomes; whereas to complete the process of quantum measurement, Von 
Neumann–Wigner interpretation describes that consciousness causes collapse of wave function, is not 
real as the reference clock of the observer is distinct from that of the observable and causal for, 
observable-observer inconsistency by 'Time', while Quantum Mechanics is Non-local with 
indeterministic reference clock for time. This implies that space-time indeterminism needs an 
alternative wave mechanics for wave function. 

Halting problem with Particle scenario: 
We further argue that the Universe is deterministic and not probabilistic. Thus, decidability, 
computability, and predictability are the nature of the Universe, as these properties of the Universe is 
not observational as there is no exterior for the Universe and thereby the observer is always inside 
the universe and whereas the time is not internal to this dynamic universe. Causality of 
'Incompleteness' is the Halting Problem, whereas the 'Halting' is probabilistic and infinite as the 
infinite nature of a Fractional-values of a quantum. 
In Particle scenario, the center-of-mass frame of a Kinetic particle with mass, when halts, there is linear 
energy transfer (LET). This in String-matter scenario, corresponds with the propagating Eigen-
rotational elastic string-matter segment that halts in an Eigen-rotational state, with the transfer of a 
quantum of elastic-energy to another string-matter segment. 

Roadmap to Resolve: 
Finding an intercepting value in a function that corresponds to the interrupt that is the observable for 
an observer, is the problem to be solved to overcome 'Uncomputability'. This implies that in particle 
scenario, 'Undecidability' is the product of 'Uncomputability'. That is, 'Uncomputability' is causal for 
'Undecidability' that effects, 'Unpredictability'. Thus we propose three-dimensional primary observers 
for the internal observables, within a secondary observer in Holarchy, that is descriptive by a non-
standard cosmological Paradigm of String-Matter Universe. By this we may conclude that 
'Undecidability', 'Uncomputability', and 'Unpredictability' are only the External features of the Nature 
and not Internal. 

Correspondence with String-Matter Universe Paradigm, that explains distinct 
Internal and External observational features of Nature 

Non-spatial reality[3] to Spatial reality in correspondence with Quantum Entanglement and Spooky 
Action at a Distance: 
Non-locality of Particles in Quantum Mechanics, that describes Quantum Entanglement, is a Non-
spatial reality, that is unreal if space is unreal. As Einstein's Theory of Relativity does not explain 
Nonlocality, we may substitute Quantum Entanglement of particles, with Eigen-rotational String-
matter segment, by a String-matter Paradigm of Universe and thus Spatial reality is descriptive. 

 



As per this paradigm a pair of particles are represented as the two ends of an Eigen-rotational String-
segment, while one end is static, relative to the other; whereas each end is distinguished by joining 
with more than one string-segment and these nodes are representational as particles. Thus, a pair of 
such nodes attached with minimum number of string-segments having elasticity, is in correspondence 
with Feynman Diagram. 

 
  
In this, we assume that one of the nodes in the pair as the Source node while the other as Observer 
node, to corelate with Mainstream Physics. 

Three-dimensional Brane-structures and Quantum Entanglement correspondence: 
By evolving Three-dimensional structures from zero-dimensional nodes with one-dimensional string-
segment between them and by the eigen-rotation of these string-segments defines two types of 
branes: 
• Triangular bipyramidal branes (TBP-Brane), in that the nodes on both ends of the string-segment 

are static in a timeframe. 
• Tetrahedral branes (T-Brane), in that one of the nodes is static and the other is dynamic with a 

reference time outside to a dynamic reference frame. 
Evolving further on this with this nature of time may resolve the Levinthal's paradox, as the nature of 
time in Particle scenario is causal for this paradigm. While we explore further, there is incompleteness 
in describing the mechanism of action of a Chaperone[4] in Protein conformation, as Chaperones are 
Two-dimensional, whereas Proteins are Three-dimensional. 

 



As the T-Brane that bridges two TBP-Branes describes Quantum Entanglement, 'Spooky action at a 
Distance' may be explained by this Paradigm without any Hidden variables and the variables derived 
includes: string length, variation of spring constant between different string-segments, time interval 
between eigen-rotational states and time interval of an eigen-rotation within an eigen-rotational state 
gradient. By declaring these variables, we may derive new solutions for Undecidability, 
Uncomputability, and Unpredictability problems, as this Paradigm describes a different Nature of 
Time, that emerges on eigen-rotation of String-segments. Thus, Bell's Inequality and its violation also 
can be discussed on this, and seems that, Time travel backwards is impossible. 

Atomic Analogy: 
By Geometric quantization of the brane-structures of String-matter segments, the inconsistencies of 
Atomic Analogy with Bohr's atomic model is expressional, in that the energy gradient in between 
spectral lines of Hydrogen Atom may not be corelated with the quantized angular momentum of that 
atom and improper correlation of the Quantum Number with the Wave Number of Emerging wave, 
because of the time paradox in Particle scenario. 

 
Organization of Elements: 
Correspondence to be established between the Atomic Structures of elements defined by this 
paradigm with the elements in the Periodic table and their isotopes, by adapting with the sequence 
in, Band of Stability. 

 
Thus, Plank length to be equated with the shortest T-brane between the TBP-brane clusters in the 
Nucleus, to correspond Plank constant with this Paradigm. 
Excitation and Propagation:  
In an atom, if the free end of a string-matter joins with one of the Electron TBP-brane (ETBP-brane), 
that brane structure may get excited by the transfer of elastic potential energy from that free string-
matter end, to that TBP-brane. 



Both photoexcitation and electrical excitation are in correspondence with this single phenomenon of 
excitation by the joining of a free string-matter end, described by this paradigm. Subsequent increase 
in eigen-rotational frequency at the transmitting String-matter segment effects the transformation of 
that TBP-brane into a propagating T-brane, that breaks one of the two succeeding string-segment and 
propagate with the other and so on to the next, till this wave propagation reaches the destination. 

 
Thus, the Framework of Ground state, Excited State and the Quantum Numbers of the orbiting 
electrons in Particle Scenario, is applicable to this paradigm also. Mean Spring constant to be 
calculated for the evolved string-matter segment by breaking all nodes across the path of the 
propagating wave before reaching the observer in a plane and may proceed as with an another string-
matter segment  in a different media. This describes the Bending of Rays in Refraction and Diffraction; 
and change of velocity in Refraction. Thus, there is no scattering is descriptive in this paradigm in micro 
level and only Diffraction is expressional with micro-structures, whereas scattering of macro 
structures is described as breaking of string-matter segments, in this paradigm. 

Absorption and Conduction: 
While a T-brane propagation from an excited ETBP-brane of an atom reaches the ETBP-brane of an 
another atom in an excited state, its elastic potential energy with matter is transferred to that atom 
causing the ETBP-brane structure of that atom to return back to ground state from excised state. 

 
Thus, with this paradigm energy emitted from one of the excited atoms, is conserved by the string-
matter segments that are broken on the propagation path and the ETBP-brane structure of the 
absorbing atom by lowering its orbital state. Correspondence of electromagnetism is descriptive by 
the broken string-matter segments on the wave propagation path, in this paradigm. 

Primary and Secondary observations: 
With Geometrically Quantized T-brane propagation, two types of waves propagation from a source 
node, is descriptive. One is the three-dimensional wave front and the other is a longitudinal wave that 



is decelerating within a string-matter segment by the elasticity of that segment. Three-dimensional 
wave-front is geometrically quantizable and its trailing longitudinal wave is classical and decelerating 
by the elasticity of that segment, and thus depends on the spring constant of that string-matter 
segment. 
This implies that the eigen-rotational frequency of the three-dimensional wave front is observational 
in three states, by a set of asynchronized three observers, for an internal clock in synchronization with 
an external Reference clock. 

 

 



  
In a defined distance between a source node and an observer node, the velocity of propagation and 
the frequency of Eigen-rotational wave-front of the T-brane in a string-matter segment, may be 
obtained from the observational time differences between the three primary observers, the 
deceleration of the trailing longitudinal wave and the spring constant of that string-matter segment, 
while observing the propagating T-brane in an internal time, in reference with an external clock. This 
implies that this propagation is deterministic rather than probabilistic and thus Undecidability and 
Uncomputability may not be the outcome from this wave mechanics. This implies that, 
'Undecidability', 'Uncomputability', and 'Unpredictability' are only the external features of Nature by 
the secondary observations external to Nature and not the internal features of Nature, observational 
within Nature, by primary observations. 

Wave bundle with Wavelets by an Atom: 
Each ETBP-brane structure of an atom has unique eigen-rotational frequency that propagates as T-
brane in a string. 

 
This implies that each atom has a distinct spectrum of frequencies generated by independent eigen-
rotations of the ETBP-brane structures, that propagates as an eigen-rotational wave-bundle 
representing that atom, with wavelets representing each ETBP-brane structures and thus 
'Undecidability' is not applicable internal to Nature, while observed internally. Thus, all elements of 
Periodic table may be investigated to identify their spectral pattern.  

Molecular Organization and Eigen-rotational frequency spectrum of a molecule: 
Thus, this paradigm derives a new organizational strategy for molecular profiling and to unify all types 
of Chemical Bonding, with a generic pattern that is scalable. 

 
This implies that the Pattern of Molecular arrangements by this paradigm, evolves that each molecule 
has unique spectrum of wave pattern, by which that molecule may be identified and thus the 
'Unpredictability' of the functionality of that molecule is not applicable. 
Thus, Wave bundling expands with broader spectrum and more collective Eigen-rotation of Wave-
bundles. This expands further with Macromolecules and implies with the identification of specific 
biomolecules to study their dynamics in in-vivo. 



 
On expanding this for Macro objects, this may be in correspondence with, de Broglie wavelength for 
integrating with mainstream physics and the phenomena of eigen-rotation of bundles may be more 
clearly descriptive in Holarchical Reference time. 

Dynamics of Macro objects with Gravitation: 
While describing this paradigm for Macro objects constituted by these Elements and Molecules, the 
Gravitation between two massive-objects or Macro-objects is propositional to the quantum of String-
matter bundles that connects these two objects, and we may term this as Collective Gravity. 

 
Whereas in Atomic and Molecular scale, the Gravity is much weaker as the string-segments between 
atoms and molecules are only as filaments and not as bundles. When there is a propelled trajectory 
of a Macro object, that Macro object breaks all strings attached with it.  

Compendium to determine Internal and External features of Nature 

Conserving Physical Reality 
Measurement problem ascribed by Copenhagen interpretation may be corelated with the Unreality 
of Time in Particle scenario, in that position of a particle is in time as time passes and not emerges. 
While time is unreal, the dynamics involved is also unreal. 
Whereas in Eigen-rotational string-matter paradigm, time emerges on Eigen-rotation of a String-
matter segment and the period of rotation between two states is in reference with a Holarchical time, 
external to the Reference frames in a time-frame of that eigen-rotation and thus the physical reality 
of Nature with its dynamics is conserved. 



As per this paradigm, elastic force is the unified force for all 4 fundamental forces: Gravitational force, 
Electromagnetic force, Week Nuclear force and Strong Nuclear force. Thus, there is conservation of 
Energy between these forces, as Elastic potential energy. 

Observer effect Vs Distinct Internal and External observations: 
Ultimately, we would like to argue that 'Time' is causal for the inconsistency between the observables 
and the observer. This may be referred as the Observer Effect in discrete particle scenario, while 
proposing super position and wave function with Schrödinger equation, is not real as Time 
Independent; that is demonstrably by Zeno Effect that proceeds with Zeno's Paradox. This 
measurement problem ascribed by Copenhagen interpretation is causal for the 'Uncomputability with 
time', that effect, 'Undecidability' and 'Unpredictability'. 
As Quantum Spacetime is the integration factor to investigate the Mainstream physics with this 
'String-matter Universe paradigm', 'Time' to be ascribed as an Integration variable in Quantum 
Computing to resolve 'Uncomputability' to proceed with Three-dimensional Quantum Computing in 
Holarchical time. Thus, in relavent to this paradigm we may declare the problem of 'Uncomputability' 
as 'Uncomputability with time', that can be resolved. That is, Internal and External observables are 
independently computable with different reference time in Holarchy. Thus, Observer effect is not 
applicable for this paradigm, as the cause of Zeno Effect is not of Particle decay as per this paradigm. 

Conclusions: 
With this we may argue that 'Uncomputability with time', 'Undecidability', and 'Unpredictability' are 
only the External features of Nature; in reference to String-matter Universe Paradigm. Whereas in this 
string-matter continuum[5] scenario, the Internal features of Nature includes 'Computability with 
time', 'Decidability', and 'Predictability', that may be observational by the observables of; the string 
length of the string matter segment by which the Eigen-rotational wave front is observational by the 
observer, spring constant of that string-segment and the time interval between eigen-rotational states 
that a set of three observers observe. 
Corresponding this paradigm with Mainstream Physics in resolving Levinthal's paradox, may provide 
basics for the in-vivo  identification of the characteristics of many protein molecules that includes, that 
are causal for the manifestation of Cancer, Invading protein in Corona Virus and many other. 
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End Note 

Consistency of Existing Universe that resembles three-dimensional spider-web: 

 

As the Microcosm continues with Macrocosmic universe, the consistency of universe as per this 
paradigm is somewhat similar to three-dimensional spider-web[6]. 

Impossible Backward Time travel: 
As time emerges by the eigen-rotation of each string-matter segments in centric with a node or in 
coordination with two nodes, spacetime is confined between nodes and the wave progression is only 
up to a desired node and no backward travel preceding of the initial node is possible. 
Thus, up to this point of development, I do not able to derive or have any clue to derive that, how this 
universe might have evolved on its creation. Anyhow some of my perceptions on this is expressed 
here, that I do not claim right: 

 
Creation of three-dimensional structures:  
Universe might have existed as Matters of one-dimensional strings in continua with Two-dimensional 
occilations in unsynchronized distributed reference clocks. From these String-matter continua, three-
dimensional structures might have created as Eigen-rotational string-segments of branes. Causality of 
three-dimensional structure creation might be the effect of joining of two highest elastic potential 
energy points of two string-matter continua in the primitive universe. Thus, the beginning of creation 
of three-dimensional structures might have Predetermined without Undecidability and not 
observational as there was no synchronized clock for observer. 


